In the balloons you can find the explanation what you can find on the salary specification.
Here you can find your name
and post address which we
have in our system

Employee number
Internal number
Marital status

Information from the employer

Period of the pay slip
(week or 4 weekly)
Minimum wage for this
period
Start date of employment

Date of birth
Which tax table is used
(week or 4 weekly)
Income tax setting
Country of residence for
tax purposes (Nederland
or Landenkring if not
registered in Holland)

Tax number employer
Number from the pay slip
Date when salary specification is made
Administration date

Details from your
contract (Fase A, B or C)
and if it’s with stable
hours or not.

Announcement

Here you can find the paid hours.
In black it is showing the number of the declaration, the dates about which period it is, the name of the company you worked for,
the function name of the work and which function group and scale are used.
Under this it is showing what type of hours are paid, how many hours are paid, against which hourly wage and what is the total
gross amount for this type.
In this example you can see that in the period 01-03 till 07-03 there are paid 38 normal hours and on the left we can see 7:30 for
overtime is paid with additional 135% for these hours on the right side.

Here can find the gross and netto details.
In the red marked location are all the totals based on this salary specification
In the blue marked location are the totals from all salary specifications form this period (if more than one)
In the green marked location are the gross elements:
Total amounts per type of hours
Vakantieuren = amount of holiday hours which are paid
Uitruil Huisvesting = the amount which is paid gross for accommodation
ET-meerkosten levensonderhoud = the amount which is taken gross and returned netto to create tax advantage
Totaal bruto loon = the total gross amount
Pluspensioen = pension capital which is used (if basis pension then there is no gross part for employee)
-

Loonheffingen (Vier weken wit) = the amount of tax paid by us to the tax department
Gediff. Premie Whk (WGA-vast) = the amount of premium which has to be deducted for unemployment

In the yellow marked location are the netto elements: in this situation the return of the ET-uitruil meerkosten and deduction of the health
insurance premium.
At the bottom you can find the total netto amount what will be paid.
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Cumulatieven = Cumulative for the year
The amounts are the total on the moment when the payslip was made.
Column A: The risk group number and tax number is shown here
Column B: The risk group in which the cumulatives are build up. Fase A = IIA and for Fase B and C it will be I B+II B
Column C: The total days which are administrated
Column D: The total social security days, these are counted for the social contributions
Column E: The total days which are used to calculate the income tax
Column F: The total gross income
Column G: The total income for social security
Column H: The total income for the Dutch health insurance law
Column I: The total income for the income tax and other withdrawels
Column J: The total amount income tax and other withdrawels what is deducted
Column K: The total amount which is paid for the Dutch health insurance law
Column L: The total amount which is paid for the Dutch unemployment law
Column M: The total amount which is paid for the Dutch Work and income what is possible law.
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Rechten = Rights
Column A: The reservations which are done are shown
Column B: The risk group on which the reservations are build up
Column C: The name of the risk group, IIA for Fase A and IB + IIB for Fase B or C
Column D: The percentage of the reservation
Column E: The old balance before this payslip
Column F: The build up amount for this payslip
Column G : The new balance (old balance + build up)
Column H: If something is paid then it's visible here. In this example it's the 1,71% from the holiday hours which is paid every payment
Column I : The new balance in hours is visible here. In Fase A the build up is in money, but Fase B and C build up in hours and minutes.
Column J: The new balance in money is visible here. If something is paid on the payslip it is also calculated.

This is only shown if the ET-regeling is active. It's a calculation how the bruto and netto part is calculated.
It is also showing the total amount what has to paid for housing
It is also showing the netto equivalent based on the minimum wage for this period
The last sentence is the amount what is the netto equivalent for this payslip. This is the netto equivalent based on the minimum wage for this period minus the amounts which
are allowed to deduct.
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Column A:
All other information such as salary savings and pension premium is stated here.
In addition, this column shows the total number of accrued and taken holiday hours in the current calendar year.
Also it is showing the total amount of health insurance premium which is paid in this calendar year if apllicable.
Column B:
Shows informative totals that may be important for the tax data of the flex worker, for example employed person's tax credit or AVZ premium. The most current status of
all worked weeks is displayed.
Column C:
Shows the total amounts that the flex worker has reserved, for example pension, salary savings or reserves. The most current status of all worked weeks is displayed.
Column D:
Payment information about the amount that is paid out or withheld from the flex worker and how this is paid out. This can be per cash, ING giro or per EU bank, domestic
bank or bank. And the account number to which the amount is paid is shown.

